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Overview of Fluent City

Let’s face it: speaking another language is sexy. Fluent City will 

get you speaking a foreign language with your classmates, your in-

laws, and even that hottie sitting next to you on your international 

flight. We have old school in-person classes for adults and cultural 

events taught in an awesome and refreshing new school way. 

If you are planning a trip, improving your professional resume, 

preparing to meet your foreign in-laws, or just looking to meet 

new people in your city, come on over to Fluent City!

REFRESHING
Our energetic and approachable teachers create a friendly and fun 

environment for you to take on the adventure of learning a language. 

EFFECTIVE
We teach you how to speak in everyday situations, helping you 

quickly gain comfort and confidence in the language.

SOCIAL
The complete opposite of learning a language from a yellow

CD-ROM or an app on your phone. Our lively classes get you 

speaking with new friends from your first class onwards.

Why Fluent City

Say nǐ hǎo to the world



Overview of
the Chinese Program

Forget weird outdated references. Instead, your teacher will cover 

the words needed to talk about binge-watching Homeland on 

Netflix and how to confidently say “What’s up, can I buy you a 

drink? when you arrive at an adorable Shanghai dive bar. Save 

the formal “Hello sir, how are you doing today?” for meeting the 

president and learn to speak the way people actually speak! Fluent 

City classes are designed for students who thrive in energetic and 

practical learning environments.

Chinese Classes at Fluent City



You should start here if you’re an absolute beginner 

or you’d like to start from scratch.

In Level 1, we teach you the basics. You’ll be 

introduced to pinyin (the way to write Mandarin 

words using English letters), pronunciation and tones, 

and basic grammar and vocabulary in order to say 

things in Mandarin like: “Hello! My name is Tony. I 

am learning Mandarin because I would like to go to 

China!”

Take this class if you have studied a little bit of 

Mandarin before and are familiar with pinyin and can 

say a few very basic things about yourself and ask a 

few basic questions in Mandarin.

Level 2 students can say things in Mandarin like:  I am 

a student. I am American. I have two older sisters. I 

like Chinese food. They can also recognize pinyin 

(名字 = míngzi, for example) and are familiar with the 

idea of tone and how it affects the meaning of words.

Level 1

Level 2

Sign up for a Level 3 class if you have some 

confidence speaking about yourself and others using 

fairly simple sentences and asking simple questions.

Level 3 students can say things like: Nǐ jiā dà ma? Nǐ 
jiějie háishi nǐ mèimei piàoliang? Nǐ chī fàn le ma? - 

Wǒ méi chī. Nǐ jīnnián duō dà? Tā xiě zì xiě de hěn 

hǎo.

Level 3

Overview of the Chinese Program



FAQs

Fluent City offers 1-on-1 lessons for all languages offered 
in each city. Contact our Private Lessons Coordinator at 
lessons@fluentcity.com to get paired up with one of our 
awesome teachers!

Private lessons are tailored to your goals and interests and 
are ideal if you don’t see a group class that works well for 
your schedule. You tell us where and when!

Currently our Chinese program covers a total of three 
levels. We’ll expand the program as students graduate 

from the beginner to more advanced levels.  

Does Fluent City also offer 
Chinese private lessons?

How many levels are
there in the Chinese program?

Our teachers are world travelers, savvy expats, and brilliant 
polyglots. We have a Teacher Coordinator whose job it is to 

make sure we hire teachers that are not only awesome language 

teachers but are also amazingly talented at other things. 

Your teacher can likely recommend a great foreign band in 

town, outlast you on the Salsa floor, and cultivate the perfect 

international playlist for a spontaneous roadtrip... all while also 

teaching you how to speak a foreign language! 

Time Out New York calls our classes “affordable ten-week 

courses... taught by the kind of dreamy young cosmopolitan that 

got you interested in languages in the first place.” 

Avoid taking another class that makes you sound like an archaic 

phrasebook bought in an airport. Our energetic teachers are 

tuned-in to the everyday slang people actually use.

Who are the
Fluent City teachers?

All you need is a pen, paper, and the textbook required for 
your level. You can find the textbook info for each level on 

our website. 

What materials do
I need to bring?



FAQs

These are the options we offer in case you have to miss a class:
Your teacher will email a class summary each week to the entire 

class, so you’ll always know what’s going on even if you missed 

a class. You can also schedule a 1-on-1 lesson with one of our 

awesome teachers. We offer the super-discounted rate of $45/

hour for students in class (rather than the regular rate of $80/

hour for private lessons). 

What if I have to miss a class?

Our Chinese classes are taught in English to avoid overwhelming 
you while you get your bearings with the language.

However, teachers will maximize all opportunities for students to 

practice Chinese conversation, even in beginner classes. 

Is the class taught entirely
in Chinese?

We cap all classes at 15 students maximum. Classes are often 

even more intimate than that, averaging 10 students.

How many students are
in each class?



Contact
143 Skillman Avenue
Brooklyn, New York. 11211
hey@fluentcity.com
347-687-6896

Fluent City Headquarters

Manhattan

Midtown 
330 5th Avenue, 7th Floor

Times Square
1450 Broadway, 14th Floor

Financial District
111 Nassau Street, 5th Floor

Soho 
623 Broadway, 2nd Floor

Washington DC

McPherson Square
1510 H St NW

Metro Center
1100 G Street NW, 2nd Floor

Philadelphia

Center City
1222 Walnut Street, 2nd Floor

Boston

Fenway
540 Commonwealth Ave, 2nd Fl


